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WASHINGTON, DC- Today the Chinmaya Organization for Rural Development chapter at 

American University (CORD@AU) hosted a panel discussion on the topic of current state of 

rural development and youth education in the School of International Service Founder’s Room. 

 

While the topics discussed ranged from microfinance to the hope for youth development, 

panelists including Sukrithi Likhi of the Indian Embassy emphasized personal experiences in the 

field. Other panelists are Sarah Bushman from IREX, founder of As Kindred Spirits, Rukmini 

Walker, and Somnath Mukherji of Association for India’s Development.  

 

The four panelists volleyed answers back and forth to a room full of students from diverse 

academic backgrounds. One question underscoring the panel: what legacy would these panelists 

like to leave for the students in attendance? 

 

This question came as a surprise to many of the panelists. While the panelists each represent a 

different aspect of international development, all agreed on the importance of going—going to 

the place where help is needed, and seeing how much locals can help you. 

 

A story from Rukmini Walker tied together the entire panel. She spoke of a blind woman from 

the slums of India. Surrounded by Americans, this woman began to dance. While many of the 

Americans were confused by this woman’s display, others joined in. When one of the Americans 

asked why the woman was dancing, she answered I am so happy to show you my culture.  

 

This story encapsulates the panelists’ sentiment of two-way transformations in development. 

Closing remarks touched on allowing any preconceived notions about development to not hinder 

experiences abroad. By being open to a new culture, students would be go beyond their previous 

knowledge. 

 

CORD@AU is a non-profit organization aiding in the development of rural India by empowering 

women and emphasizing early childhood development. CORD@AU shares in the belief that to 

aid in development people have to be mobilized. In fact, the club is planning a mission the 

Chennai, India in the summer of 2014.  

 

# # # 

 

If you would like more information on this panel or other CORD events, please contact 

CORD@AU at cordauinitiatives@gmail.com.  

 


